
Luxator®

The Luxator product line offers a safe and precise solution for 
successful extractions. The fine tapered blade compresses the 
alveolar, cuts the membrane, and gently eases the tooth from its 
socket reducing damage to surrounding tissue, keeping a better 
anatomy for an implant site. The shape and size of the handle is 
designed to minimize the force needed during the extraction.
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ProphyCare offers and delivers innovative solutions for such demands. It is one of the most 
well known brands worldwide, offers reliable results ranging from regular cleaning of the 
teeth to more complicated implant maintenance procedures.

ProphyCare®
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TrollFoil takes the guesswork out 
of occlusal adjustments.
TrollFoil can be used under a wide variety of  
clinical situations including wet or dry teeth,  
limited opening, limited vestibular space,  
gaggers, and metal and non-metalic restorations. 
You are able to verify occlusal contacts for both 
arches from one tooth to an entire quadrant 
using the mini or the original quadrant size.  
The double-sided foil is only 8 microns thick,  
and it has no problem marking wet surfaces,  
dry surfaces or highly polished surfaces such as 
cast gold or BruxZir.

TrollFoil campaign
The only articulating foil you will 
ever need!

Colour coded for easy identification:
• Yellow - Posterior PA & Horizontal Bitewing
• Blue - Anterior PA & Vertical Bitewing 
• Red - Horizontal Bitewing

TrollByte Kimera has everything you need.
TrollByte Kimera is an aiming system for intraoral x-ray, allowing you to  
take any type of x-ray using only 3 holders. The one-piece design requires  
no assembly which facilitates its handling and it is compatible with most  
common sensor brands and image plates on the market. TrollByte Kimera  
is bio-based on renewable raw materials, and all parts are autoclavable. 
Autoclavable. 

Arm
The stable arm makes it easy 
to keep the sensor in place.

Claw
The size of the claw is 
designed to fit most sensor 
brands on the market, with 
the possibility for small 
adjustments when needed. 
The claw has round edges 
for patient comfort.

Aiming Ring
The aiming ring is colour coded 
to match the holders and has 5 
different image positions for easy 
use. You only need one ring for all 
holders.
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